
Strike procedure
Mission segment - phasing player first, assign fighter AP to CAP, escort, or FB strike with specific tar-
gets, bombers to specific targets and load (torpedo or bombs). CAP allowed to normal range for -1 
DRM, no DRM only in the fighter’s own hex.

Strike attenuation segment - for each CAP and strike, roll D6 for each type on strike attenuation table to 
determine portion available at designated target.  Round fractions to nearest with 0.5 rounded up. All 
other AP abort.  Phasing player determines strike execution order but all strikes in the same phase are 
considered simultaneous.  

Air to air resolution - Opposed strikes roll Air Bounce to determine whose fighters shoot first.  Air to air 
is resolved on the Air to Air and Flak table with 2D6 giving aborted/killed enemy AP.  Surviving fighters 
shoot back.  After fighter combat, surviving intercept fighters may attack strike bombers in any manner 
across types they choose.  Loss results for US heavy bombers are halved with losses rounded down, 
those fractions add to aborts.  Surviving US heavy bombers only shoot back at attacking fighters.

Land attack resolution - assign total bombardment factors to port, airbase, or land unit targets.  Hits 
are D levels vs bases or land combat DRMs vs land units if attacked this player turn.  Same 2D6 roll also 
applies to enemy supply losses in all cases.  Airbase hits also inflict 10D+10 percent losses to all AP at 
that base after the full strike phase.

Naval attack resolution - target fleet lays out up to 4 ships in core, 2 in each of 3 inner ring, then 1 in 
each of 6 outer ring spaces.  Additional ships beyond 16 may increase inner ring to 4 each and outer to 2 
each.  MS, AP, SF treat each D2 as a separate ship for placement. Composition of core etc at TF owner’s 
discretion.  Maximum TF size is 28 ships, over that must split into different task groups.

Attacking player assigns AP to targets and designates one route to that space from outer ring inward.  
Flak is summed from all areas on route to target.  Low uses low, medium uses high, high uses high/2 
Flak ratings.  If low and other vs the same target in the same phase, Flak vs each is halved round up.  
Multiple types at same altitude and target are 1 air group for Flak purposes.  Roll 2D6 on Flak table with 
DRMs to determine aborted/killed AP.  Firing player chooses types hit if more than one present at same 
altitude and target.

Surviving AP now pick ships in the target area at their discretion.  Roll 2D6 to determine hits vs each 
ship with DRMs for previous losses from CAP or Flak (aborts do not cause DRM).  Each hit then com-
pares AF to target DF and rolls D6 on the Damage table, adding all D levels vs the same target.  MS, AP, 
SF cannot take more than D1 per hit.  DD, DE, SC cannot take more than D2 per hit.  Any Kamikaze AP 
are eliminated after their attack.
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